CIVIC ART GALLERY

The Galleria Civica di Trento is a visual arts institution in Trento, Trentino, Northern Italy. The Galleria was founded in 1938. It is located in the historical section of the city. The Galleria is devoted to the art of the 19th and 20th centuries, exploring the evolution of modern art in the Trento area. The Galleria is also home to the ADAC, an association of art and architecture lovers. Via delle Orne, 1 – Tel. 0461 884453 www.comune.trento.it

PARCO E MAUSOLEO DI DOSSETRENTO

Located in the center of Trento, this park and mausoleum are dedicated to Cesare Battisti. The park is a popular destination for walks and picnics. The mausoleum was built in honor of Cesare Battisti, an Italian politician and military figure who played a significant role in the resistance against Fascism. The mausoleum is a solemn and impressive structure. The path to the mausoleum leads to a terrace that offers views of the city.

FROM TRENTO TO SARDAGNA BY CABLE CAR

The Cadine-Bus de Vela Fort is a road defence fortification built in 1866. It is located on the Cadine Hill, which is a popular destination for cycling and hiking. The fort is reached by a cable car that connects Trento to Sardagna, a mountain near Trento. The views from the top of the mountain are stunning.

Forte Cavour

The Cavour Fort is a national fortress built in the late 19th century. It is located on the Cavour Hill, which is a popular destination for walks and picnics. The fort is reached by a path that leads to the summit. The views from the top of the mountain are stunning.

LADE

The Lake Valley is a stunning natural landscape that is famous for its beautiful lakes and vineyards. The lakes are surrounded by beautiful villages and medieval castles. Trento has a strong connection with its territory thanks to its micro-Mediterranean climate. The valley is a popular destination for cyclists and hikers. The lake of Resia is the largest lake in the valley. The most beautiful family-friendly resorts are Bondone, Cavedine, Cimone, and Sarche.

SPORT

Bondone offers fantastic opportunities for a winter holiday, ideal for families. You will be surrounded by pristine nature, breathtaking landscapes, and the multiple outdoor gyms. You will also find restaurants, cafes, and typical dishes. Witness the transformation of ingredients to products under our local animals, taste local flavors and enjoy the new playground designed for the entire family.

DENOMINATION AND GEOGRAPHY

Trento has a strong connection with its territory. It is situated in the heart of Trentino, a region of Italy that is famous for its beautiful lakes, vineyards producing wines with unique scents and flavors, beautiful villages and medieval castles. The Lake Valley is also the land where an appellation of origin, D.O.C., is born and appreciated worldwide. The lakes are surrounded by beautiful villages and medieval castles. Trento has a strong connection with its territory thanks to its micro-Mediterranean climate. The valley is a popular destination for cyclists and hikers. The lake of Resia is the largest lake in the valley. The most beautiful family-friendly resorts are Bondone, Cavedine, Cimone, and Sarche.

LOCAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS

The Lake Valley is surrounded by beautiful wild flowers such as the bright yellow gorse, a typical flower of the area. The gorse is a beautiful shrub with yellow flowers. The lake of Resia is the largest lake in the valley.

HISTORIC NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ALPINI TROOPS – DOSS TRENTO

The OF ALPINI TROOPS – DOSS TRENTO leads directly to the summit. The Cadine-Bus de Vela Fort is a road defence fortification built in 1866. It is located on the Cadine Hill, which is a popular destination for cycling and hiking. The fort is reached by a cable car that connects Trento to Sardagna, a mountain near Trento. The views from the top of the mountain are stunning.
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TRENTO OVER THE CENTURIES

CATHEDRAL OF TRENTO... AND OTHER IMPORTANT CHURCHES

The Cathedral of San Vigilio, located on the Piazza Duomo, which gives the name to the square, was founded in 996. It was enriched over the centuries by precious works of art and architecture. The Baroque facade, designed by the architect Antonio Morando, is located at the entrance of the church. The nave is divided into three aisles, with the central aisle being the tallest. The main altar is dedicated to the Saint Vigilio, the patron saint of Trento.

There are several other important churches in Trento, such as the Church of Santa Maria Maggiore, the Church of Santi Pietro e Paolo, and the Church of San Giovanni Battista. These churches are located in the historic center of the city, and they are an important part of the cultural heritage of Trento.

PLACES OF INTEREST - MUSEUMS

COUNCIL CITY

The Council City is a museum located in the Palazzo Pretorio, a 14th-century palace located on the Piazza Duomo. The museum is dedicated to the history of the Council of Trent, which was held in Trento from 1545 to 1563. The council was a significant event in the history of the Catholic Church, as it was the last council before the Reformation. The museum is housed in the Palazzo Pretorio, which was the seat of the imperial council during the 16th century. The museum is open daily except on Sundays.

TRIDENTINE DIOCESAN MUSEUM

The Tridentine Diocesan Museum is located in Palazzo Pretorio, a 14th-century palace located on the Piazza Duomo. The museum is dedicated to the history of the Catholic Church in Trento and is housed in the Palazzo Pretorio, which was the seat of the imperial council during the 16th century. The museum is open daily except on Sundays.

LE GALLERIE OF PIEDICASTELLO (THE TUNNELS)

The Le Gallerie are a series of tunnels that run under the city of Trento. They were built to connect the castle of the Prince-Bishops of Trento with the city. The tunnels are located under the Piazza della Portela, and they are open to the public. The tunnels are a popular tourist destination, and they are an important part of the history of Trento.

ORRIDO DI PONTE ALTO

The Orrido di Ponte Alto is a deep canyon located in the province of Trento. It is a popular destination for hikers and nature lovers, and it is open to the public. The canyon is located near the town of Ponte Alto, and it is accessible by car or on foot. The Orrido di Ponte Alto is a beautiful canyon, and it is a great place to explore the natural beauty of the Trentino region.